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About

I am a photographer located close to Bristol, Cheltenham, Swindon, Bath, Gloucester, South Wales, Wiltshire and the Cotswolds.

I do portraiture, corporate events, studio work, architecture and interiors, PR and editorial shoots for a range of commercial and personal clients - all at a fair and affordable price.

How can I help you? - Maybe some quality portraits of your staff, distinctive feature pics for your magazine, maybe you have an event which needs covering, natural portraits of your children, product or food photography, maybe you need some sparkling pics for a new company brochure or website?

I use a Canon 21.1 megapixel camera. This means that as well as the image quality being superb, the print size can be as large as you want too - up to billboard size if needed.

Also, a very popular tool which I use is a high definition laptop, which means that clients can see images immediately and be reassured that the shoot is going as planned.

In this document, you will be able to preview some of the recent projects that I have been working on, as well as find out more about the people I have worked for and what they say about me.

Clients
Testimonials

“Thank you so much, the pictures are great. I’ve just sent them to the client and she loves them. I will definitely recommend you in the future.”
Katie Kidner
Orange Retail / The Alternative

“Thought you’d like to see how your images worked with our design, they really made the difference. Once again thank you for the photos and all your hard work.”
Saul Townsend
Chartered Institute of Builders

“Thanks a million for covering Live8 for us - the pics look amazing, well done!
They will be loads of use.”
Lucille Flood
Comic Relief

“The pics look fantastic - some truly superb photos that we can use in publications such as our website, internal publications, etc.”
Ian Lynch
Recreation Project Manager, Forestry Commission

“Many thanks for sending the pictures so quickly. We are really pleased with them and think you did a fantastic job”
Sarah Ball
Royal Academy of Dance

“Just a quick note to say thanks very much for the cover shot you did for our British Hotels book. It was just what we wanted and makes the cover look wonderful. Thanks for acting so quickly and being so easy to deal with. We’ll definitely be in touch next time we need any photo work done.”
Julia Richardson,
Alastair Sawday Publishing
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